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Abstract Mineral dust is emitted primarily from arid regions, whichmay shrink or expand in one or both
hemispheres, producing a complex and asymmetric pattern of radiative forcing that varies on interannual
to millennial timescales. We assess the impact of hemispheric dust asymmetry on tropical precipitation.
Using the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) coupled climate model CM3 to simulate dust
emission, we vary source strength in each hemisphere individually. Hemispherically asymmetric dust
emission produces asymmetric dust load and radiative forcing. We find that the Intertropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ) shifts away from the hemisphere with enhanced dust load in response to the forcing
asymmetry. We find significant linear relationships between the hemispheric imbalance and the latitude
of tropical precipitation globally, in the Pacific, and especially in the Atlantic basin. This relationship
offers a first‐order estimation of dust effects on the hydrological cycle when investigating records of
paleodust and for accurately predicting dust effects and feedbacks on future climate.

Plain Language Summary Dust aerosols in the climate system come from desert regions that are
unevenly distributed across the globe. Currently, this unevenness produces much more dust in the
Northern Hemisphere than in the Southern, but in previous climates, the degree of unevenness has varied.
The presence of dust affects atmospheric energy balance by reflecting sunlight and absorbing infrared
radiation. One consequence of an atmospheric energy imbalance is that the band of intense tropical
rainfall near the equator shifts northward or southward. Using a global climate model, we increased and
decreased the amount of dust in each hemisphere independently, creating a range of uneven dustiness
and energy imbalance, and studied the tropical rainfall response. We found that tropical rainfall shifts away
from the dustier hemisphere in a predictable way over both the Atlantic and Pacific oceans. The shift is
especially strong over the Atlantic because it is downwind of the Sahara desert, the largest source of dust.
Comparing our findings to records from the last ice age shows that dust accounts for roughly 15% of the
shift of rainfall over the Atlantic since then. This dust‐rainfall relationship may also help predict changes
to the location of tropical rainfall in the future.

1. Introduction

Aerosols, including mineral dust, alter the climate both directly, by absorbing and scattering solar and ter-
restrial radiation, and indirectly, bymodifying cloud physical and radiative properties, and precipitation pro-
cesses. Scattering aerosols such as sulfate cool the climate while absorbing aerosols such as black carbon
warm the climate. Dust both scatters and slightly absorbs solar radiation (Balkanski et al., 2007; Claquin
et al., 1998), which reduces the radiative flux at the surface and heats the atmospheric column. In addition,
dust absorbs terrestrial longwave radiation and re‐emits it at a lower temperature, further warming the
atmosphere (Ginoux, 2017). At the top of the atmosphere (TOA), the scattering effect of dust dominates,
making dust a cooling agent over all but the brightest surfaces. Dust indirectly affects the climate by serving
as cloud condensation nuclei and ice nuclei (Hoose et al., 2008), thereby changing the properties of clouds
and influencing both radiative balance and precipitation. All of these changes to the energy balance of the
atmosphere have the capacity to induce circulation changes, both local and global, that in turn can alter pre-
cipitation patterns.

The largest and most active dust sources are located in the Northern Hemisphere, mainly in a broad
“dust belt” extending over several continents (Prospero et al., 2002). The Southern Hemisphere, with less
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land mass and fewer active sources, emits much less dust. Such contrast in dust emission generates a hemi-
spheric asymmetry in atmospheric dust load and thus in radiative forcing as well (Miller et al., 2004). There
is strong evidence that desert dust emission has experienced large variations in the past due to changing cli-
mate conditions, and the hemispheric asymmetry has been magnified or weakened on decadal (Prospero &
Lamb, 2003) to millennial timescales (Fuhrer et al., 1999). Between glacial and interglacial periods dust
deposition, a measure of the atmospheric concentration at the record site has changed by a factor of 3–4
globally and by up to a factor of 20 in polar regions (Kohfeld & Harrison, 2001). Comparison of the time ser-
ies of dust concentration between ice cores from the Greenland Ice Core Project (GRIP) (Fuhrer et al., 1993)
and the Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA) Dome C (Fischer et al., 2007) reveals an order of mag-
nitude difference between hemispheres, as well as asynchronous changes (e.g., during the Younger Dryas)
since the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM). This asynchronous change generated additional asymmetry of dust
load between hemispheres. During the mid‐Holocene, when North Africa was very wet, dust production
ceased completely from the Bodélé depression (Washington et al., 2006), presently the most active dust
source on Earth (Ginoux et al., 2012). During this time, the Earth experienced a large shift in dust load
and dust forcing from the Northern to Southern Hemispheres, weakening the hemispheric asymmetry.
More recently, the hemispheric dust asymmetry shifted northward in the 1970s. Observed concentrations
of African dust at Barbados in the Caribbean increased by a factor of 4 in the 1970s (Prospero &
Lamb, 2003), while dust activities weakened by a factor of 3 at the same time in Australia (McTainsh
et al., 2007), the Southern Hemisphere's most active dust source (Ginoux et al., 2012). Together, these
changes represented a large shift in the relative dust load from the Southern to Northern Hemispheres.

Hemispheric dust asymmetries produce differential radiative forcing which in turn produces changes in sur-
face temperature, precipitation and the general circulation. There is a strong literature demonstrating that
cooling or heating one hemisphere relative to the other produces cross‐equatorial energy transport that
shifts the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) toward the warmer hemisphere (e.g., Broccoli et al., 2006;
Chiang & Bitz, 2005; Donohoe et al., 2013; Kang et al., 2008, 2009). The atmosphere responds to the imposed
anomalies by transferring energy in the form of heat to the cooler hemisphere via the upper branch of the
Hadley cell. The compensating low‐level flow brings moisture in the opposite direction. As the Hadley cell
shifts further into the warmer hemisphere, it transports more heat across the equator. In doing so, it shifts
the location of the ITCZ and its associated rainfall toward the warmer hemisphere. This concept has been
shown to explain ITCZ changes in both the paleo record (Chiang et al., 2003; Jacobel et al., 2016) and global
warming scenarios (Frierson & Hwang, 2012). Kang et al. (2014), further demonstrated that the latitude of
imposed warming and cooling affects the meridional structure of the tropical precipitation response. In their
study, high‐latitude forcings produced zonally symmetric precipitation responses, while tropical forcings
produced precipitation responses in the vicinity of the forcing. Major dust sources, including North Africa
and Australia, are located in subtropical and tropical regions; this implies that dust radiative forcing may
have stronger impacts on the local ITCZ. Such a shift may alter wind and rainfall at the dust source,
constituting a feedback on dust emission.

Considering the large variability of atmospheric dust load and its primarily cooling properties, we demon-
strate how varying levels of dust influence the latitudinal position of the ITCZ and the associated precipita-
tion band. Previous modeling studies have found ITCZ shifts due to other aerosol forcing agents such as
sulfate (Hwang et al., 2013) and black carbon (Allen et al., 2012), but to the best of our knowledge, such a
study has not been performed for an aerosol that both scatters and absorbs, such as dust. Marine sediment
records suggest that during times of increasing Northern Hemisphere dust load the ITCZ moved southward
in both the Atlantic (Adkins et al., 2006) and Pacific (Jacobel et al., 2016) basins. Conversely, when African
dust emission is reduced, precipitation migrates northward in both models (Evans et al., 2019; Pauseta
et al., 2016) and observations (McGee et al., 2013; Reimi & Marcantonio, 2016). In this study, we develop
simulations to model the effect of hemispheric dust asymmetries by multiplying dust emission in one hemi-
sphere or both by 0, 2, and 5 times preindustrial levels and examine the effects on tropical precipitation. In
doing so, we create a suite of simulations with a wide range of dust asymmetries that allow for the charac-
terization of the global response to changes in hemispheric dust forcing. While hemispheric dust emission in
the past was never truly zero, a subset of these simulations serves as broadly analogous cases for dust asym-
metries that existed in different climates and can be used to understand the effects of dust spatial variability
during not only the present but periods such as the LGM, the African Humid Period, and future scenarios.
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Further, by quantifying the relationship between relative dust load and ITCZ latitude, we make it possible to
translate paleorecords of dust deposition into shifts of tropical precipitation.

2. Methods

This study uses the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) coupled climate model CM3 (Donner
et al., 2011), a fully coupled atmosphere‐ocean‐land‐sea‐ice model. Dust emission is calculated in the land
model component of the model and is parameterized as a function of soil moisture, erodibility, bareness,
and friction velocity as formulated by Evans et al. (2016, 2019). Once in the atmosphere, dust absorbs
and scatters both shortwave and longwave radiation and is transported by advection, convection, and ver-
tical diffusion. Optical properties (mass extinction efficiency, single scattering albedo, and asymmetry para-
meter) are calculated for spherical dust particles using simulated size distribution and the refractive index
of a 2.7% hematite content derived by Balkanski et al. (2007). In CM3, dust may affect warm cloud proper-
ties in remote regions where sulfate concentration is low but will not act as ice condensation nuclei
(see Donner et al., 2011, for details).

Certain model choices and limitations may have had limited effects on our results. For our simulations, we
have assumed one set of optical properties, but dust mineralogy changes spatially (Claquin et al., 1999;
Di Biagio et al., 2017), the particles may be not as coarse as observed (Kok et al., 2017), in addition to misre-
presentation of dust transport and removal (Huneeus et al., 2011). Uncertainty in themineralogy and size dis-
tribution of dust aerosols creates bias in the magnitude of the dust direct radiative effect. Previous studies of
dust effects have dealt with this uncertainty by performing sensitivity studies of dust optical properties (Miller
et al., 2004) or mineralogy (Li et al., 2020). Dust that is more scattering, either by mineralogy or by smaller
size, creates greater precipitation reductions than dust that is more absorbing (Strong et al., 2015). Dust with
sufficiently absorptive properties could change the sign of our results; however, the optical properties of the
dust in our model are toward the absorbing end of uncertainties (Li et al., 2020; Strong et al., 2018) and more
absorbing properties (Patterson et al., 1977; Volz, 1973) have been shown to be too absorptive (Sinyuk
et al., 2003). This makes our results a low estimate. The lack of a dust indirect effect may limit the magnitude
of our results. Sagoo and Storelvmo (2017) found that the ice nucleating indirect effect of dust suppressed tro-
pical precipitation in CAM5.1. Such an effect would serve to amplify the relationship we find below, with the
hemisphere with greater dust concentrations experiencing a greater reduction in tropical precipitation.

The model was run for 200 years with constant preindustrial forcings then branched into 10 different experi-
ments with varying dust source strength. We vary dust source strength by using scaling factors of 0, 1, 2, or 5
times the control value, either in a single hemisphere or in both. The simulations are labeled according to the
value of themultiplier in each hemisphere, for example, N0S0 indicates no source in both hemispheres while
N5S5 means scaling of both hemispheres by 5. Our full set of experiments include N0S0, N1S0, N2S0, N5S0,
N0S1, N0S2, N0S5, N2S2, and N5S5, as well as the control N1S1. Each of these experiments was run for
100 years, again with preindustrial forcings, and then averaged over the last 40 years. In order to examine
the impact of different amounts of dust, we look at the difference between the experiments with altered
source strength and the control.

3. Results

Figure 1 shows the change in dust optical depth for a selection of experiments relative to the N1S1 control.
The N0S0 experiment (Figure 1a) essentially shows the optical depth of the control simulation, as the dust
optical depth of N0S0 is, by definition, zero. When Southern Hemisphere dust emission is increased by a fac-
tor of five (Figure 1b), the dust optical depth increases slightly throughout the Southern Hemisphere, with a
maximum increase of more than an optical depth over the source regions of Australia (Figure 1b) compared
to the control run. Similarly, when the dust emission in the Northern Hemisphere is increased fivefold
(Figure 1c), dust optical depth increases throughout the Northern Hemisphere, up to nearly two optical
depths over north Africa. The dust load changes in the Northern Hemisphere are much greater than the dust
load changes in the Southern Hemisphere as a result of there being both stronger and much more extensive
dust sources in the Northern Hemisphere. The impact of this asymmetry can be seen in Figure 1c, where
substantial parts of the Southern Hemisphere experience an increase in dust optical depth even when south-
ern emission is set to zero because of the large increase in dust from the Northern Hemisphere.
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Aerosol direct radiative forcing at the TOA responds to the dust optical depth (Figure 2). Asymmetric dust
loading results in similarly asymmetric radiative forcing. While the longwave forcing of dust is positive
everywhere due to its longwave absorption (Figure S1 in the supporting information), the strength of the
shortwave forcing depends on the relative albedo of the dust and the surface beneath it (Figure S2). In most
locations, the shortwave forcing dominates, and the radiative forcing becomesmore negative as dust concen-
trations increase. Over sufficiently reflective surfaces however, the shortwave forcing becomes weak, and the
total forcing becomes positive due to a dominant longwave effect. As a result, the high desert albedo of the
Sahara produces a positive radiative forcing for increased dust (Figures 2c and 2d) and negative radiative for-
cing for decreased dust (Figures 2a and 2b). In contrast, over the ocean and darker land surfaces (including
some deserts such as Australia) where the surface albedo is lower, there is always an increase of outgoing
radiative flux by dust scattering. The magnitude of these radiative forcings can be large. When dust emission
in the Northern Hemisphere is increased by a factor of 5, we see a negative radiative forcing over the Atlantic
of up to 16 W/m2 and a positive radiative forcing over northern Africa of up to 10 W/m2 (Figure 2c). The
pattern of forcing is consistent with the results of Miller et al. (2004), although their values are smaller as
they did not amplify dust emission.

Tropical precipitation shifts southward as the radiative forcing from increased dust emission increases in the
Northern Hemisphere and shifts northward as the radiative forcing increases in the Southern Hemisphere
(Figure 3). We characterize the shift in tropical precipitation by calculating the precipitation centroid, θ,
defined in Frierson and Hwang (2012) as the latitude of the median of the zonally averaged precipitation
from 20°S to 20°N, such that

Z θ

−20
precip ¼

Z 20

θ
precip: (1)

We characterize the hemispheric imbalance in dust forcing by integrating the TOA aerosol radiative forcing
(Figure 2) over each hemisphere and calculating the difference between the northern and southern
hemispheres.

Figure 1. Change in mean dust optical depth for extreme dust emission simulations compared to the control experiment.
Gray regions indicate lack of statistical significance (95% confidence), determined by a two‐tailed t‐test: (a) no dust
emission, (b) no dust emission in the north and five times dust emission in the south, (c) five times dust emission in the
north and no dust emission in the south, and (d) five times dust emission in both hemispheres.
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TOA Asymmetry ¼
Z 90

0
TOA rad: forcingð Þ −

Z 0

−90
TOA rad: forcingð Þ: (2)

Figure 3 shows that our control (N1S1) has little asymmetry in dust radiative forcing. As dust load increases
in the Northern Hemisphere, this metric becomes increasingly negative, and experiments appear to the left
of the control simulation in Figure 3. We find that the precipitation centroid shifts away from the hemi-
sphere with increased dust load, with the most southerly precipitation centroid occurring in the N5S0 simu-
lation. The centroid shift is not zonally symmetric, with the strongest shift in precipitation occurring in the
tropical Atlantic, where the precipitation centroid shifts by 2.0° across the suite of experiments, more than
double the global range (0.8°). We confirm that the global shift is not simply due to the Atlantic sector by

Figure 2. Same as Figure 1 but for all‐sky aerosol direct radiative forcing at the top of the atmosphere. Aerosol radiative
forcing is calculated as the difference in net flux between all‐sky and clean‐sky (i.e., aerosol‐free) conditions.

Figure 3. Shifts in tropical precipitation in response to hemispheric imbalance of TOA aerosol radiative forcing.
Precipitation measured as the latitude of the median of tropical precipitation (20°S–20°N). Left panel shows tropical
precipitation in the Atlantic sector (50°W–10°W), right panel tropical precipitation in the Pacific sector (150°E–100°W).
The emission factors for each experiment are color coded for each hemisphere from zero (white filling) to 5 times
(dark brown filling) the emission of the control run (N1S1).
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finding the shift is statistically significant globally as well as in the Atlantic and Pacific basins individually
(Table 1). The only ocean basin that does not experience a significant shift of the precipitation centroid is
the Indian (p = 0.14).

We interpret these precipitation shifts as being due to a global shift in response to the asymmetry of hemi-
spheric forcing with an additional regional shift in the Atlantic sector in response to changes in the nearby
Saharan dust load. To confirm our interpretation of the global shift of the precipitation centroid as a response
to the hemispheric forcing asymmetry, we also compare the location of the precipitation centroid to the
cross‐equatorial atmospheric heat flux as in Donohoe et al. (2013). We find a statistically significant shift
of −4.4°/PW, indicating that the southward shift of the precipitation centroid can be explained by an
ITCZ shift with the accompanying change in atmospheric heat flux. This value compares well with
Donohoe et al. (2013) who reported precipitation shifts for anthropogenic and paleoclimatic forcing of
−3.2 to −4.2°/PW. The Atlantic experiences a larger magnitude shift in the precipitation than the globe
(Table 1). This is likely due to the nearby presence of the Sahara desert, the largest source of radiative forcing
in our experiments. In the N5S0 experiment, the dust forcing produces strong surface cooling of over 1°C in
the tropical Atlantic and up to 3°C close to the source regions (not shown). This cooling inhibits convection
beneath the dust plume, primarily west Africa and the north tropical Atlantic. In doing so, it further shifts
the balance of tropical precipitation to the south.

4. Discussion

Our results show that dust plays a significant role in determining the distribution of tropical precipitation.
Hemispheric dust asymmetries alter the radiative balance of the atmosphere, generating an interhemi-
spheric transfer of energy and a shift in precipitation along the ITCZ. We find significant linear relationships
between increasingly negative dust forcing in the Northern Hemisphere and a southward shift of tropical
precipitation globally, as well as in the Atlantic and Pacific basins individually. This relationship is stronger
in the Atlantic than elsewhere because the largest source of dust is the Sahara. Kang et al. (2014) showed that
a localized energetic forcing in the tropics shifts rainfall most strongly in the area where there is forcing and
slightly westward, while localized energetic forcing in the extratropics leads to a zonally symmetric shift in
precipitation. The localized response is attributed to cloud responses and easterly trade winds. Since the pri-
mary source of dust is from tropical and subtropical North Africa, and this dust creates local surface cooling,
this is likely why the shift in precipitation is strongest in the Atlantic. Further simulations could quantify the
impact of specific dust sources such as North Africa by adjusting the emission of individual dust sources.
That the relationship remains significant everywhere, however, indicates that in addition to the local effect
of Saharan dust there is also a global shift of the ITCZ from the cumulative hemispheric asymmetry.

The simulations we have shown here can be used to better understand the effects of past hemispheric dust
asymmetries. As an example, there were large changes in dust emission in one or both hemispheres as the
climate moved from the LGM, when dust emission was very high in both hemispheres, through the
Younger Dryas and the African Humid Period, to the present. During the Younger Dryas, dust emission
was greatly reduced in the Southern Hemisphere while the Northern Hemisphere remained very dusty,
and during the African Humid Period dust emission in the Northern Hemisphere was greatly reduced as
the wet and vegetated Sahara dramatically reduced dust emission from North Africa. While the simulations
are not intended to be perfect analogues of these periods, one can view the N5S5 simulation, the N5S0 simu-
lation, and the N0S1 simulation respectively as representing this sequence of asymmetries. Our results show

Table 1
Linear Regression Slopes Between the Global, Atlantic (50°W–10°W), Indian (50°E–95°E), and Pacific (150°E–100°W) Tropical Precipitation Centroid and the
Hemispheric (180°E–180°W Used for All Columns) Asymmetry in TOA Aerosol Radiative Forcing (Top Row) or Dust Emission Scaling Factor (Lower Rows)

Global Atlantic Indian Pacific

Hemispheric radiative forcing asymmetry (NH‐SH) 0.27°/Wm−2 0.81°/Wm−2 0.11°/Wm−2 0.62°/Wm−2

Global dust emission scaling −0.13°/unit −0.29°/unit −0.03°/unit −0.31°/unit
Northern Hemisphere dust emission scaling −0.16°/unit −0.35°/unit −0.09°/unit −0.37°/unit
Southern Hemisphere dust emission scaling −0.00°/unit 0.01°/unit 0.02°/unit −0.07°/unit

Note. Negative values indicate southward shifts. Bold font indicates slopes that are significant at the 95% confidence level. Italics indicate 90% confidence.
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that the dust forcing associated with those climatic shifts would create a southward shift in tropical precipi-
tation relative to the preindustrial during the LGM, even more southerly precipitation during the Younger
Dryas, and then a northward shift in tropical precipitation from the Younger Dryas to the mid‐Holocene.
This is in broad agreement with paleoproxy measurements of Atlantic ITCZ location frommarine sediments
in the equatorial Atlantic (Arbuszewski et al., 2013) and Cariaco basin (Haug et al., 2001). While these cli-
mate shifts were primarily the result of orbital and glacial forcings rather than dust, the agreement in sign
of the precipitation shifts indicates that the dust response to the change in climate would act as a positive
feedback, amplifying the change in ITCZ location.

Paleorecords of dust provide information about the relative concentration of dust deposited at a site, but with-
out a model, this does not directly translate to a hemispheric radiative forcing or cross‐equatorial heat trans-
port. This problem can be addressed by using a subset of our experiments to inform the expected shift of the
precipitation centroid due to a relative change in dust load. Using the N0S0, N1S1, N2S2, and N5S5 experi-
ments, we can calculate the shift of the precipitation centroid per unit of the global emission multiplier.
We can also calculate the effect of changing the emission multiplier in a single hemisphere, using the
N0S0, N1S0, N2S0, and N5S0 or N0S0, N0S1, N0S2, and N0S5 experiments for the Northern Hemisphere
or Southern Hemisphere, respectively. Scaling Northern Hemisphere dust emission produces significant
results globally and in all ocean basins (Table 1). In the Atlantic and Pacific basins, we find significant shifts
of −0.35°/unit and −0.37°/unit, respectively. This is to say that for each 100% change in Northern
Hemisphere dust (relative to the preindustrial), a southward shift of 0.35° in the Atlantic and 0.37° in the
Pacific would be expected. Ocean sediment cores from the central Pacific show dust fluxes three times greater
than the preindustrial during the Last Glacial Maximum (Jacobel et al., 2017). Our results imply a 1.11°
southward shift of the Pacific ITCZ and 1.05° in the Atlantic, during that time due to dust forcing, compared
to observations of at least 2.5° in the Pacific (Reimi &Marcantonio, 2016) and 7° in the Atlantic (Arbuszewski
et al., 2013). The magnitude of the dust‐induced shifts is secondary to the large shifts due to orbital and ice
sheet forcing during the LGM but still contributes roughly 15% of the Atlantic shift and possibly more than
that in the Pacific. Sediment cores from the western coast of Africa found that dust fluxes during the
African Humid Period were roughly five times less than during the preindustrial (McGee et al., 2013). Our
results suggest a northward shift of 0.13° globally, compared to an estimated 0.3° global shift (McGee
et al., 2014). Scaling the dust emission in the Southern Hemisphere alone does not produce significant shifts
in our results (Table 1), likely due to the smaller contributions of southern dust to the global dust load. The
strength of these relationships provides a way to estimate the precipitation shift that would be expected from
an observed change in the relative concentration of dust in paleorecords, as well as in future scenarios, when
even small changes to the location of the ITCZ may have large impacts on people living in the tropics.

Dust‐induced shifts in tropical precipitation may generate additional climate feedbacks through processes
that are not simulated in CM3. Tropical precipitation has been found to control dust deposition in the
Atlantic (Van der Does et al., 2019), and once deposited in the ocean dust plays an important role in biogeo-
chemical cycles, leading to phytoplankton blooms (Jickells et al., 2005) which alter ocean color. Changes to
ocean color affect the amount of sunlight absorbed by the ocean, altering ocean temperatures, and even
affecting the distribution of tropical cyclones (Gnanadesikan et al., 2010), and consequently dust wet deposi-
tion and lifetime. These processes and feedbacks could be explored using an earth system model such as
ESM 4 (Dunne et al., 2020) that fully simulates dust contribution to the ocean biogeochemistry.

Climate models typically do not include decadal to millennial scale variability of dust load (Mahowald
et al., 2010). Without dust variability, the climate response and balance of tropical precipitation may be
biased toward the north or south depending on interhemispheric dust load. Additionally, changes of preci-
pitation may feedback positively on dust emission, amplifying the response. Climate models that do not
represent long‐term dust variability thus likely underestimate the range in tropical precipitation responses.
Including the effects of dust and dust variability will also be important for accurately modeling future sce-
narios, when dust responses to global warming will likely not be uniform between hemispheres.
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